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ON CERTAII\ IRREDUCIBLE MODUTES
OF THE tIE ALGEBRA st(4, C)

JOUKO MICKELSSON

Introductlon

Let g be a complex Lie algebra and f a reductive subalgebra it g .

We study irreducible f-finite g-modules by means of the step algebra
B(g , f) of the puir (g , f) . If Z is a g-module and, Vo is the sum of all
irreducible finite-dimensional f-submodules of 7 with maximal weight a ,

we denote by Ap,o the subspace of the enveloping algebra U(g) of g

suchthat Ap,"Vf C Y{ for any g-module V; bydefinition, V: consists
of all maximal vectors n Vo. Let Mo: )p<* AB,o andleb D be the
zero-step algebra, DV: C Vf for any g-modtle V. ft is shown that the
equivalence classes lvl of irreducible g-modules Z , such that V o + 0

and Vu : o for B < or, are in natural I - I correspondence with the
equivalence classes of irreducible D I D n U(g) Mo -modtles. Using this
result, thecase I : gI,(2, C) @ gl(2, C), g : gl(4, C) isstudiedindetail.

1. Prelimlnarles

Let g be a complex Lie algebra, f a non-commutative reductive sub-

algebra in g and [1 a Cartan subalgebra of f . Let b* be the (complex)
dual of [1 , I C gx a set of simple roots and A lhe set of dominant
integral elements itt b* . By definition, an element n eb* is dominant
integral if the restriction of a , to the subalgebra of [1 which belongs to
the semi-simple part of f , is dominant integral with respect to the choice

/ of simple roots.
Next we choose a basis {hr,...,h} for !, such lhat' hr,...,hp &re

in the semi-simple part of f and hp-y1,...,å, commute with f (p <I).
We introduce a partial ordering )2 <" on ' .11 by putting )' < p' if
l(ht) + p(hr) for some a 3 p and the first non-zero member in the sequence
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X(hr) - p(hr) , X(hr) - p(hr) ,... is negative. We assume furthermore that
the choice {h1,...,hr} is such that the ordering "<" is compatible with
the strong partial ordering defined by the choice of the simple roots. We split

I: I+ @f)@f_
where f* corresponds to positive roots and f_ to negative roots.

We denote by I/(c) the enveloping algebra of an arbitrary Lie algebra
a. We define

B(9, f) : {u e U(g) I f+u C U(g) f* }.
Leb g' be an adf-invariant complement of f in g and {ty ...,1, } a basis
of g' such thal t, has weight Li, li >.1, when i> j, withrespecbto \.

If (i') : (iL, ..., in) is a sequence of non-negative integers we put
t(i) : tT...t:" and

ur _ t(i,) u(b)

We can now write

I/(g) : u, @ u(g)f* @ utu$-)f-.
Let' P': U(g) -Ut be the projection on the first summand and let P
be the restriction of P' to B(g , f) .

It is shovm in 12, 4f that the mapping P : B(g , f) - U, is injective
modulo U(g)f*. X'urthermore, for each t, there exists s, eB(g, f)
such that P(sr) : taua , where un e a(\) is such that uo()v) I 0 if
). + )"oe A; any u ea(\) can be identified with a pol5rnomial on [J*.

We define here the step algobra Bo(g , f) with unit I as the subalgebra
of B(g, f) generated by sr, ..., s, and U(g) l*. We denote by D the central-
izer of ! in Bo(g , f) .

2. Description of irreducible g-modules by the action of D

Let V be a g-module. We say that it is f-finite if it is a direct sum of
irreducible finite-dimensional f-modules, when Z is considered as a f-
module through the restriction of g to f . If a is any dominant integral
element of [1* , we denote by V, the sum of all irreducible f-modules with
maximal weight a , contained in Z . It is known lhat V is f-finite if it is
generated by some Vo, a e A, fll. We define

V+ : {reVlf+r : 0}, VI : V+ nVo.
It is shown in [5] that (U(g) r)+ : Bo(g ,Y) r for any f-finite g-module
and for arry fr e V+ . fn particular,
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V+ : Bo(g,f)z

if Z is irreducible and 0 1r e V+ . We set

Af,o : {ueU(g)l "VI C V{ forany g-module Z}
and

Mo : 2Au,,.
f<a

We denote by I* the annihilator in U(f) of the vector of maximal weight
in an irreducible f-module with maximal weight oc; it is clear that
U(g) I"C M" for any a and

DC ?n",", CC 
2O","

where C is the centralizer of f in U(g) . It follows that we can consider
any V! asa D-moduleorasa C-module. fnthe case VB:0 for F<n,
the D-module Zj is in a natural way also a D*-module, where

Do: DIDnU(g)M".

We say lhat Vo is a minimal component of V if V* + 0 and Vp : 0
for B < a . It follows from our choice of ordering n tl that' any f-finite
g-module has at least one minimal component and the minimal component
is unique if f is semi-simple.

Theorem l. Assume that Do+ 0. Then the mapping V F>Vf
'ind,uces a bi,jecti,on between the set e, of equi,ual,ence classes lvl of i,med,uc,i,ble

g-mod,utres wi,th minimal camptonent Vo anil between the set fr* of equ,i,aa-

Ience classes of irred,uci,ble non-zero Do-moilules.
Proof. Let us first consider the g-module W : U(g) lU(g) M".

It is clear thal Wo is the minimal componenb of W . Now trZ is generated
by the vector 0 + r: I + U(g)M"eWo; thus it is f-finite and

W+ : Bo(9, f) (1 + u(g) M") .

Since C(l + U(g) M") C W: we have

C C D+U(g)M".

In fl, 3] it is shown that a g-module V wilh minimal component, Zo is
determined (up to equivalence) by the C lC n U(g) M"-module VI ; if
then follows from the inclusion above that the mapping io-, hn,
lVl * lv:l, is injective.

To prove the surjectivity of our mapping one can use a similar argument
as in fl,3]: Let W be anirreducible D*-module. Let L bethe annihilator
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in D of anon-zerovector reW (notethat W isa D-modulethrough
the quotient map D --> Do) so that W : D I L as D-modules. Put

.l[: {ueU(g) I U(g)unDCL\
and consider the irreducible g-module U(g) I N : V . We have to show
that Y! =W as D-modules. Now D n U(g) MnC L and therefore
U(g)M"C I[; it follows that the vector r:l * ffeZ is annihilated
by I*C U(g) Mn i.e. n eV{. Then

Vt: Dr: D+.1[.

Themapping Et V:---DlL:W, E(d + I/) : d + L (where iIeD)
is a D-linear isomorphism; the injectivity of g follows from the fact that
nnN:L.Tf P<a then VI:A,,*VI:0 becauseof

Ap,o c U(g) M" C -ÖtI (when f < ") .

We conclude that 7* is the minimal component of V .

If Dn: 0 it is not difficult to see thab d,: g .

3. Step algebra Eo(gl(a) , gl(2) 6l gl(2))

Let' g_ gl(4,
of 4 x4 -complex

a,nd commutation

C) be the complex reductive Lie algebra consisting
matrices with the basis

{nni}|, i:t i

relations

(eoi)u,: öieö1t

L"rt,eurl : åin er, - ön eu, .

The subalgebra 1 : gI(2, C) e) gI(2 , C) with the basis

{er2,e21 ,hL,hs} U { as4 1€4s,hz,h,4I

is reductive in g . The elements ht : ert - ozz, hz : ass - a44, hs :
er + e2z , h4 : ess + e44 span a Cartan subalgebra \ of t. Note that
! is also a Cartan subalgebra in g . If a e .21 we set aa : a(ha) and
a<p if ar( B, or ar: p, and ezlfz.Anelement ae\* isdominant
integral, a e A , if cr, and d.z are non-negative integers and &s, d.+

arbitrary complex numbers.
A f-invariant complement g' of f in g has now the ordered basis

(*) { eg, €zB t €BL r Cz4, aLg, agz, ar4, eaz}



As described in Section l, we associate with each en, e g' a step sr, :

I s+r : enrhrh, * a+zezthz - este+sht - esze4sezr
I

J "r, 
: errh, + e"re^

I

I 
rrn - ernh, - erne^

I sza : errhrh, - ars€zrh, + ernersht - et[e4sezr

(-
| 
8u : ert'

J "r, 
: errh, + erneo"

I

ls', 
: en

[ saz : enrh, - erren"

The set .R- of first four elements correspond to negative roots under the
adjoint action of ! and the set -B* of last four elements correspond to
positive roots.

Let Bo(g, f) be the algebra generated by the sjr's and by U(g)I*,
where f+ : C'er2* C.rrn.

Note that the projection P acting on an element s' gives the first
term in sro . Let Z(g) be the center of U(g) . It is known lhat Z(g) is
generated by the Gelfand-elements
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zr : Zaat,
z, : 2e4e1t,
zs : 2 e1i €ip €nt t

zt : 2e4iaip€nteu

with a summation over repeated indecis. The projection of a zi ot7. U1

is easily calculated from the formulas above when one remembers that f*
on the right gives zero (when the elements (x) appear in correct order).
X'or example,

P(zt) : ht + hn 
L

P(zr) : 2(eqeu+ esLer?* ezseszt ezEe+z) * ärzhi + \hr+h*

We denote by J, the left-ideal in U(g) generated by f* and by the
set { la - q.(h).1I h eb\. Let Zo be the subalgebra of Z(g) generated
by 1 , z, and zr.

Lemma l. Let se R-, s'e .B* anil ueÅ.
(l) If ar>l then ss'eC.R*R- + C.l +"f*
(2)If dr:0 then ss'€C.R*R-+20+Jo prouirl,ed, that

lhr+hr,ss'): t'ss' with e:0,*4.
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(3) If dr : 0 then ssr s+2 - - ,ns41 
s'z , s2e dre -

d,2

- 6 + 4823 
8t+ , sst 8t4 - 824 832 , 823 842 - 841 813 mod "Io '

Proof. Since the mapping P : Bo(g ,f) --> U, is injective modulo
U(g) f+ , it is sufficient to consider the projections P(s, so,) when proving
the relations (1)- (3); this is a great simplification in the computations. By
a direct calculation,

Stt Snz : 84284t, Sat Saz : 8Bz 881 ,

828 81g : 81A 8zA , 8z+8tE : 814 824 r

so that we are left with twelve pairs from the total sixteen. We consider as

an example the pair snr dr+ . We have three different cases:
a) a, ) l. After brute calculations one gets

I ocr*l
84r 8r4 - d' 

tn sz+ * n, 1o, * 1y 
sra sar

*(*t+t)(a2+2)"-je[Ä-'8r+ sar * a'l mod Jo

where o e C depends on o( ; we have been boo lazy to compute it (it is not
necessary to know the value of a here).

b) at : 0 , dz > I . Comparing P(sn, stn) witl' P(zr) and P(zr) one
sees that

64r sr4 - Ql\ @, + o(s + d.4 + I4l3) z2 + 013) zu * a.l mod "Io

for some o e C depending on oc .

c) at : &z : o. fn the same way as above one gets

s' sr4 - Qlz) z, + q,. I mod Jo .

The remaining terms s s' (s e R_ , s' e Aa) are treated in a similar way.

4. Non-singular f-f inite g-modules

For g:gl(4,C) ,f-g[(2,C) 6lg[(2,C) letagain

Ap,o- {u€U(g) I %V[ C Vf forany g-module V],
Mu -':- ZAu,o, I)u: DID nr.lb)Mo

F<u.

where D is the centralizer of t) in Eo(g , f) .
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Theorem2. If xeA suchthat ur>L then Dn:C.
Proof. Consider &n arbitrary monomial I : .sri sht...sn* in D .

If the last factor on the right belongs to ,E_ then s : 0 mod -71o . Thus
let, us assume that the last factor belongs to R*. Since s commutes with
b , not all factors can be in ,B* ;leb suo be the last one h A* , when read-
ing from right to left, and let s* be the first one in -B_ ,

I : 81 SdrSboSz

where s, contains only elements from -E* . Using Lemma I we can write

s : ) Zou,. srtt' sr+ terms oflower degree modMo
teR , ,'eR

where au, e C. Using induction on the degree of s and sz one sees that
the elements from -E_ can be shifted to the left giving zero mod Mo.Ib
follows that any element of D is in C.1 mod Mo. On the other hand, it
is easy to see that I # D n U(g) M".

Corollary. Ior each q.eA suchthat o"r>l thereeri,stsauni,que
equ'i,aalence class lvl of i,rred,ucible f-fi,ni,te g-mod,ules V such that V o
i,s mi,ni,mal 'in V . nurthermore, the mi,n'i,mal comgtonent Vo i,s uni,quely
d,eterm'ined,'i.e. Vu: O i,f a.r: Ft, *z: p, but a * F.

Proof. The first part follows directly from Theorems I and 2. As was
proven in [5], any elemenf in Vf can be written as a linear combination
of elements su sm ,.. snn& : I r where s4it ...t sr* e R_ u A* and
0+reV:.If now \:ft, *z:Fz,bhe element s hastocommute
with å, and hr; it follows that there are as many factors from -B_ as

from -B* in s . The reduction modulo .44o used in the proof of Theorem 2

can be applied and it follows that s n : o,r for some a eC i.e. I n : O

if d.+f"
Let V be a finite-dimensional irreducible g-module. Using the well-

known results about reducing g[(4 , C) -modules with respect to
gI(2,C) @gl(2,C) itisseenthattherealwaysexists ZoC Z with dr:0.
Thus all g-modules described in Corollary of Theorem 2 are infinite-
dimensional.

We call the modules of the Corollary above non-singular because they
are completely labelled by the minimal component Vo.

5. The l-singular case

In this section we classify all the irreducible f-finite g-modules with
minimal component Z* such that a, : 0 , uz > 2 .

Theorem 3. If ueA such that dr:0, &zZ2 then Do:Zo.
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Proof. f ) Using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2 it is

seen that any element in Dn : D I D n U(g) M" can be written as

a linear combination of terms of the type ur...%n * D n U(g) Mo where

'tc1t ,..tun e R- -B* . We denote

%+ : SBt 8t+ , U- : 8zB 842 t

'lt s : 841 8g2 2 Uls : Srt St .

Using (2) and (3) in Lemma 1 it is shown that it is sufficient to study only
products of the elements 'tra t Qtrs and' ulo modulo Jl4n .

2) By a direct calculation one c&n show that

(r )

(2)

(3)

uo%+

'Lln U' :
t

| &z + 4 t
%o%+ :- o; 2u+ uo

d.2

a,; 2u- u0

(4) u[u- : ffi"-";
(5) q\@z - 1) uouio : - (oz + 2)z xzu+u-- (l/9) (n, - l) (a.r+ 2)2lru

- Glz) (3ae* 4)rr-3u2(uo-eat2)llrs-Qlz) (3oo- 3arl-4)rrl

(6) o?(n, - \ulouo : - @z t- 2)z uru*u- - (Il9)(or, - r) @, + 2)z lr,
- (Il2) (3 *o - 3u2 * 4)r, * 3xr(ao - d'z - n+)llnt

- (Il2) (3ao * 4)rz- 6ur(uo - ocn + r)l

(7) xz(az- l)u-u* - ("?* 3az+ 4)u+u- + z(u) mod./o

where z(or) is some element' in Zo and

o(o : Glz) (or + d.z + dB + e+)

frz - zz y@z) , frB - zB Y@s)

and y : Z(g) -- U(il is the Harish-Chandra homomorphism.
X'rom the first four equations it follorvs that any product of the elements

%+. , 1r0 and, u!, can be written in the form a ' a w mod "Io , where a

contains only factors 'ILst u[ and. w consists of u*; a is a complex
number. Using the commutation argument in the proof of Theorem 2 it
follows from equation (7) that w e Zo + D n U(g) M"; note that the
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number of factors u+ h to is equal to the number of the u-'s because of
lhr,u7,J : + 2u* and 0 : lhz,a w] : alhr,wf .

3) We have shown that any element of D is a polynomial of us, u:0,

z, and. z, modulo Mo. Let us consider a product o of the elements ao
and. ulo. Now lhr,usl - 2uo and, fhu,uLl : -zuL sothat luu com-
mutes with o (and a e D) only when the number of uo's contained. in
o is equal to the number of the elements zi . Using equations (5) and (6)

and the fact that fhz,u-f : - 2u- eMo, we conclude that a eZo
mod Mo. Thus Dn = Zo I Z, n U(g) M",

4) n'inally, we have to show that, Zo n U(g) Mn : 0. Sketch of the
proof: Let z:Zunan be an element of Zo n t/(g) Mo where the or's

belong to Mn and the u,n's are elements of U(g) . X'rom the fact that
(U(g)r)+ : So(g,t)x for any f-finite g-module V andforany reV+
it follows that the un's and or's can be assumed to be in Bo(g , f) . Let
,Io be the annihilator in U$) of a maximal vector in an irreducible f-
mod"ule with maximal weight a; clearly J*C U(g)I*. If now a eMo
suchthat, lh,af : ll.u with q(0, then u-0 modU(g)1* because
dr : 0 . Using this fact together with Lemma I and with the formulas
(l)-(7) one c&n show that z must be of the form

iau @* u-)o mod I/(g) 1"
h:1

where Ur,...,U*eZo. By r direct calculation one sees that

%+u- : (U4) (*f; + Zur -t 4)z+ * A modJn

where U eZo. It follows that z:1utz4+ wz mod U(g) Io where w1 ,

w, e Zo and wr: 0 only if wr: 0 (in the case oq > 2 ). On the other
hand, it is easy to see that U(g) I" n Z(g) : 0 (when a, ) 2 ). Since
the generators zi of Z(g) are ind.ependent, we conclude lhab z e Zo only
when z : 0.

Combining Theorems I and 3 we get:
Corollary. For each q.eA suchthat dr:0, d222, anilfor

each pair (cz , cs) of complet numbers there eri,sts a un'i,que equtualence cl,ass

LVI of i,rred,uci,bl,e f-fi,ni,te g-moilules V such that Vo is mi,nimal, i,n V
anil z, 'i,s representeil, by the scalar cn ( i : 2 , 3 ).

However, unlike in the case o(1 ) I , not all of the equivalence classes

described above are distinct. We denote by Vfu; c, , crf an irreducible
g-module of the Corollary. A module Z : Vla.' ; clr, clrl canbe isomorphic
with V' : Vla' ; c;,c;l only if cL : cr, c', : cu and Vo, is a minimal
component in Vo, according to Theorem f . This is possible only when

4 : n, and ai t aln : es + e4 since oru * an is the value of the central
element zL in V.Let 0*ueZo+.Then V:V'iff thereexists
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s e Bo(g,f) such that sa + 0 and hosa : d.;sa for i' : 1,2,3,4.
fn this case lh;,sl : Q folt,:1,2 and l\,sl (r" - ") s for
,i, : 3,4 . n'rom the commutation relations of the lan's with the generators
s, of Bo(g , f) it follows t'hat' al, - &s : - @n - nn) is an even integer.

In the following we denote by nn(il the value of nd : ?i - y@i)

when zn takes the value ci (i:2,3) and y(zn) eU(t) is evaluated at
h,:fu (i: L,2,3,4).

Now we have a complete description of equivalences between different
modules Vfx; c, , crl;

T h e o r e m 4. Thei,rceil,uci,bl,e g-mod,u,les Vlu ; cr, cr] and, Vla.' ; c2, c'f
wi,th a!r:ar:Q, 4:"r>2 anil, nlg-nr: -(dn-an) &n eaen

integer (for e*ample, let ai - da ) 0 ) are equi,ualent i,f and, only i,f

nr(f) - (tlz)(}do - 3 ez+A)rz(il+0 and' -rJil+Glz)(3ocs* A)nr(P)

*\qz@o-f++2) + 0 forang BetI with fr:0, p2:a,2,

Fu+f+: ob* an anil, fs: uL-z,nl-4,...,&s.

Proof. Let Ft:et:0, fz:ez, Fs:urt2lc, f+:a+-2fu
where fr is a non-negative integer. Let 0+ueV[lu;cr,cr]. From
equations (4) and (5) on page 8 it follows that

(*) u\*t ud*l u - lnu(il G 12) (3 oo 3 o,

x t- ns(il + Glz) (3oo + 4)

xu\uldu.

If the conditions of the Theorem are fulfilled then ufiu? a : a' u where
O+ae C and n:(Tl2) (oå-or) . Thus a':u7 70and Vlu';cr,csf=
Vla; c, , crf .

Assume then that Vlu; c, , czf = Vla' ; c, , crf . It follows that there
exists se8o(g,f) suchthat su+0 and hosu : alrsa (f <d<4).
Using the same method as in the proof of Theorem 3 it is shown
that s u : cr. it r,where a e C .Wedenote ?)' : su .Asimilarargument
shows that there exists s' e Bo(g , f) such that s' 'u' : o and s' 't)' :
b.u[u' for some b eC; thus ufiu?a + 0 and the rest follows from
the equation (*) above.

Next we ask: Which of the modules Vlu; cr, cr] are finite-dimensional?
Let Wl),] be an irreducible finite-dimensional g-module with maximal

weight L : (11, X2, \, 1+), where we have defined ).n : ).(enu). As is
well-known, 1, 2 k > A, > ln and all the differences lo - li are
integers. Using the branching rules for the reduction gl(4) J gl(z) @ gl(z)
of finite-dimensional gl(a)-modules one sees that the minimal component
Wo of W : Wlll has the weight

+ 4) rr(B)l

nr(il + 3ar(ao - fin + 2)l
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dl : 0,

&z : p", + )." - X, - Lnl,

dz: 21s,

e+ : Lt+ )'r+ )"+- Ls,

where ar : a(h). The values co of lhe central elements z, in W are
obtained using the Harish-Chandra homomorphism T i cr : y@t)(X) .

fn the case lk+Xr-lr-Xnl > 2 we have therefore
Wlj'l : Vlu; cr, cr] , where d, , cz and c, are obtained from ,tr by the
recipe above.

6. The 2-singular case

fn order to avoid tautology, we shall in this section give results without
proofs.

Weconsidernowthecases dr:0, &2:0 or ar:1. Asbefore,

Do=ZlZnU(g)M".
a) The case dt: &z: 0 . The algebra Z I Z n U(g) M" is generated,

by z, and, za;

z, : (Ll2) (3 oco * 4) z, - u1o - 2 a'a, mod U(g) 1, .

X'or each two pairs (c, , cu) and (a.s , ua) of complex numbers there
exists a unique equivalence class of irreducible f-finite g-modules
Vlxs , ua , c2 , c+J such that the central element zd takes the value ci

(,i, : 2,4) in V and Vn with u : (0,0, us,d+) is a minimal f-type
in V.

X'or most values of crd's and cd's the module Yluu , ua , cz , c4f is
equivalent with Vlu" I 2n,a4 - 2n,c2,c+J where n is a positive or
negative integer; the computations are rather tedious and we will not
present them here.

Note that the irreducible g-modules, corresponding to the principal
series of unitary irreducible representations of the pseudo-unitary group
U(2 ,2), are all contained in this class.

b) The cctse q1 : 0 , d2: I . The algebra Do is now isomorphic with
the subalgebra of Z generated,by zr, z, antd zn. Eor each pair (as , *+)

and each triple (c, , c, , ca) there exists a unique equivalence class of
f-finite g-modules V - Ylu, , ua 1c2 l cs , c4] such that zi takes the
value cn $:2,3,4) in 7 and Vo with a : (0,1, us,a+) is a mini-
mal f-tgre rn V .
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Again, except for special values of oci's and ci's , the modules
Vlu, * 2n,un - 2n,cr,cu,cnf are equivalent when n is an arbitrary
integer.
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